Missense variant prediction
with

Overview
1.

Pathogenicity predictor for missense variants
○

2.

Filtering, ranking, disease association, ...

improved predictions compared to
REVEL, PolyPhen, CADD, etc

In-depth variant interpretation
○

Understanding mechanisms, binding effects, PPI, …

Applications
○

Clinical diagnostics

○

Disease association studies

○

Patient stratification

○

...

insights into individual variants based on
protein structures, evolution, literature, etc

Bio-Prodict
Bio-Prodict’s mission is “Catalyzing Protein Research”. 3DM is Bio-Prodict’s main product.
Bio-Prodict collaborates with
•
7 out of top 10 pharmaceutical companies
•
biotech companies
•
academic & research institutes

3DM
• a protein data and analysis platform
• better understand the role of amino acids
• design better experiments
• widely used in the protein engineering field

With over 40.000 systems, 3DM covers the complete protein structural space
We have developed machine learning pipelines to apply the large amounts of data in 3DM to the
missense effect prediction problem.
The result:

Building a better predictor

Based on our experience with a large number of other predictors and the way that they were
built and made available to the world, we arrived at a number of key design principles for
making an honest attempt at building the best predictor:

1. Introduction
2. High quality training data
3. Extensive variant annotation
4. State of the art AI technology

●

Performance: Real world performance is what matters

●

Transparency: Others should be able to make fair comparisons

●

Interpretability: The user is the expert - show the data that matters

●

Future-proof: Predictions should regularly be updated

Overview of training a predictor

A predictor is composed of the following Ingredients:
●
●
●

Reference variants and their classes
A set of properties for each variant, called features
A machine learning model, which can learn to map variant features to a variant class.

reference variants and their classes
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2. High quality training data
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Building a better predictor

Helix was built using reference variants obtained from gnomAD, ClinVar and the VKGL dataset.
The full dataset consists of ~20K pathogenic and ~95k benign variants, covering roughly 8000
genes.
Due to quality issues we do not use datasets like HGMD and SwissVar for training. This has the
benefit that all training data is public and results can be easily verified externally. This is part of
our commitment to transparency.
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reference variants and their classes
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Building a better predictor
Variant annotations are built using 3DM.
• very accurate and deep alignments
• allow for more and better metrics describing evolutionary constraints
This raw data provides the basis for our best-in-class features. This only made possible by the
application of the 3DM expert protein information system.
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features from 3DM
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Building a better predictor
Helix makes the most of 3DM data by combining different alignments to ensure
•
•

full sequence coverage
optimal alignment depth and accuracy
structure-based alignment

1. Introduction
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structure-based alignment
alignment size

4. State of the art AI technology

domain sequence alignment
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Building a better predictor
Protein structure data is used to assess residue interactions and properties such as
●
●
●
●
●
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Hydrogen bonds
Electrostatics
Surface exposure
Mobility
And much more

Building a better predictor
Helix is built around a number of state of the art machine learning technologies.
●

●

1. Introduction
2. High quality training data

●

Internally, a number of classifiers are combined to ensure optimal predictive power.
The amount of agreement between different classifiers yields confidence values for a
prediction.
The model also produces the importance of features for a given prediction, explaining how
the decision was made.

3. Extensive variant annotation
4. State of the art AI technology

These properties aid our users in interpretation of the results.

+

+

0.88

performance

Helix performance (10-fold cross validation)

Predictions were tested on the training
dataset. Helix predictions were
obtained by using 10-fold cross
validation.
In total we tested ~ 115,000 predictions
on ~ 8000 genes
In this case, an MCC score of 0.82
corresponds with an accuracy of 95%

Predictive power of Helix models compared to other available predictors. The first blue predictor is our model when tested on
unseen variants in genes included in the training set, the second blue predictor are the results of our model when tested on
unseen genes. We show this second score in correspondence with our aim to provide real world performance statistics.

Validation: BRCA1
Predicting BRCA1 variants with Helix

External validation with BRCA1
The set consists of 1953 variants (450
pathogenic, 1503 benign)
This dataset was obtained from ClinVar
(348 variants) and a 1605
experimentally measured variants from
the Findlay et al. paper (2018)
No BRCA1 data was present in the
training data, making this a truly
independent test.
The .533 MCC score corresponds to a
79% accuracy score.

Predictive power of Helix on independent variants compared to other available predictors. The fact that Helix is the best
predictor here shows that it generalises very well to novel genes. The ability to generalize to variants that were never seen
before instead of predicting the training distribution is important when using the tool in the real world. Compare this with REVEL,
which has a hard time predicting on this novel dataset even though it performed second-best in the validation case.

BRCA1 variant predictions: Helix vs. REVEL
Helix

- prediction cutoff

pathogenic variant

Gene landscapes are a visualization of
all the variant predictions for a specific
gene.
No BRCA1 data was used in training
with Helix.

benign variant

REVEL

- Helix box plots show an even
distribution between benign and
pathogenic
- REVEL is unusable due to strong
‘gene bias’ : almost all possible
variation is predicted to be
pathogenic

- prediction cutoff

variant review

Helix variant review
In addition to data like e.g. allele frequencies, ClinVar status, and OMIM
records, Helix has access to 3DM's world-class protein data.

Literature data
3DM contains literature references to variants, even in (non-human)
homologs.
1. In-depth variant review
2. Insight into predictions and quality

Structural data
YASARA and PyMOL downloads are available to explore the structure
interactively.

Alignment data
Conservation and mutation data from 3DM alignments is visualised in
such a way that evolutionary pressures can be analysed easily.

Helix variant review

Helix reports provide insight in predictor internals
Assess which properties of genes and variants were important
for classification.

1. In-depth variant review
2. Insight into predictions and quality

Interpret prediction quality
Get a perspective on inter-model agreement with detailed
visualizations and confidence scores.

Assess data quality
Make nuanced decisions based on alignment depth, number
of structures and more.

Factors that
support benign
classification

Factors that support
deleterious
classification

HDAC8 - His201Tyr (VUS)

Prediction

Enzyme activity

Conservation

Literature
No literature available for HDAC8 His201,
but for HDAC1 we found mentions of His199Phe and His199Ala
Hassig et al. A role for histone deacetylase activity in HDAC1-mediated transcriptional repression

His201

substrate

K+

Structure of human HDAC8
His201 is located very close to the active site, and is involved in a number of stabilizing interactions
Interesting to note is that all residues shown here are conserved in HDAC1.

Helix integration
Simple and fast APIs
Helix can be integrated into internal processes with our
easy to use API. Clear documentation is provided to get up
and running quickly. This API is already being used by developers
from the BRIDGES H2020 project.

ALAMUT Visual integration
We have teamed up with Interactive Biosoftware to integrate our
predictions right into their genome exploration product Alamut Visual.
(currently only available with the BRIDGES H2020 project)

Command line tooling
We are working to provide command line tooling for easy integration
in existing pipelines where a web-based API will not suffice.

Summary
●

State of the art prediction performance

●

Interpretable predictions

●

Extensive reporting on variants (https://helixlabs.ai/sample)

●

Literature integration

●

Accessible and well-documented API

●

Collaborative approach

